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SNEF SAPPHIRE Initiative Launched to 
Help SMEs Transform Their Workplaces
At the 2nd Singapore National Employers 
Federation (SNEF) Beyond SG50 CEO & 
Employers Forum on 16-17 Feb 2017, SNEF 
launched the SNEF Agency for Productivity 
Practices, Human Resource and Industrial 
Relations (SAPPHIRE). At the event, which 
was graced by Minister for Manpower Mr 
Lim Swee Say, SNEF also introduced 20 
companies, or SAPPHIRE Star Blazers that 
have already come on board the SAPPHIRE 
programme.

Supported by Workforce Singapore 
(WSG), SAPPHIRE aims to help companies 
transform into progressive manpower-
lean organisations, underpinned by a 
strong human capital strategy to enhance 
competitiveness and sustain business 
growth. 

Under SAPPHIRE, SMEs can tap on five 
basic workplace transformation programmes 
in areas such as integrating older workers into 
their workforce and developing progressive 
HR practices. 

Developments in Workplace Transformation  
and Human Capital Development

SAPPHIRE is an important 
initiative and timely 

response from SNEF (to the 
CFE’s recommendations).... 
SAPPHIRE’s focus on lean 
operations and innovation is 
completely aligned with the 
strategies of CFE.”

For more information on SAPPHIRE, 
please contact SNEF at 6290 7698 or email 
to sapphire@snef.org.sg.

The 2nd SNEF BeyondSG50 CEO 
Roundtable  
40 CEOs from various sectors gathered at the 
2nd SNEF Beyond SG50 CEO Roundtable 
Dialogue with Minister for Manpower Mr Lim 
Swee Say and Secretary General of NTUC 
Mr Chan Chun Sing, facilitated by President 
SNEF Dr Robert Yap. 

This Roundtable was themed “Bold and 
Responsible Leadership in Organisational 
Transformation”. The CEOs discussed ideas 
to address challenges that companies 
faced, such as global competition, rapid 
technological changes and manpower 
constraints, to better position Singapore to 
achieve sustainable inclusive growth in the 
future organisations.

Said Dr Yap, “The Roundtable is an 
opportunity for CEOs to discuss issues in 
depth and share ideas on transformation 
challenges. It also provides a platform for 
the tripartite partners to understand one 
another’s concerns and seek alignment on 
the way forward.”

The launch of SAPPHIRE was 
welcomed by tripartite partners. Minister Lim 
commended SAPPHIRE as an “important 
initiative and timely response” from SNEF to 
the Committee on the Future Economy (CFE)’s 
call to businesses to scale up, innovate and 
transform. He said, “SAPPHIRE’s focus on 
lean operations and innovation is completely 
aligned with the strategies of CFE.” 

President of the National Trades Union 
Congress (NTUC) Ms Mary Liew said, “I am 
confident that together with the support of 
our tripartite partners, SAPPHIRE will help 
companies to scale up to raise productivity 
and embrace good practices so that 
businesses can be transformed and positively 
impact the lives of our working people” 
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74 Progressive Employers Recognised 
As Human Capital (HC) Partners

Minister for Manpower Mr Lim Swee 
Say made this call at a Human Capital 
Partnership (HCP) CEO networking 
event on 17 February 2017. To achieve 
this, tripartite partners had gathered the 
pioneer batch of 74 HC Partners across 
all sectors and all sizes of enterprises 
who share the same commitment of 
valuing human resources as the most 
precious human capital. In support of their 
commitment, tripartite partners will work 
with HC Partners to help them scale up 
their HC programmes.

The Ministry of Manpower (MOM), NTUC 
and SNEF have set up the Tripartite 
Alliance for Dispute Management (TADM) 
to provide advisory and mediation services 
to help employees and employers manage 
employment disputes. TADM will also 
provide relevant support services to help 
employees through the tripartite partners.  
This includes employment facilitation, 
financial assistance or union assistance 
if they are union members. TADM has 
commenced operations on 1 Apr 2017.  

At the launch of TADM on 31 Mar 
2017, Minister for Manpower Lim Swee 
Say also announced the formation of 

the Tripartite Alliance Limited (TAL). 
TADM and the Tripartite Alliance for Fair 
and Progressive Employment Practices 
(TAFEP) will come under TAL, to better 
serve the workers of Singapore. He said, 
“At the end of the day, we hope that 
TADM together with TAFEP will be able to 
prevent dispute[s] upstream” by [uplifting 
employers’ practices], “from unfair to fair 
to progressive. And at the same time, 

should any dispute happen, we would 
have an amicable way of resolving the 
issues,”

Both TAFEP and TADM are located at 
the Devan Nair Institute for Employment 
and Employability (DNI) and will provide 
a one-stop service for employers and 
employees on employment-related 
matters to foster fair and progressive 
workplaces.

At the event, Minister Lim presented 
the pioneer batch of 74 HC Partners 
with the HC Partner Certificate. He also 
unveiled the HCP Mark for HC Partners to 
differentiate themselves as employers of 
choice, hence giving them a competitive 
edge in attracting talent. 

Visit www.tafep.sg for more 
information on the HCP programme 
and to find out who the HCPartners are.

As tripartite partners, 
we are always mindful 

that as we transform our 
future economy to become 
more innovative, we must at 
the same time make sure that 
our future workforce is also 
more inclusive.”

Helping Our Businesses Transform & Grow

Human Capital Partnership - Recognise companies that 
strengthen Singaporean core at all levels, facilitate skills transfer to 
locals and promote local-foreign complementarity

Fair Consideration Framework Watchlist - Closer scrutiny for 
companies that do not consider Singaporeans fairly

Di�erentiated treatment for MOM’s services: 
•  “Fast lane” for progressive employers

•  “Normal lane” for fair employers

•  “Slow lane” for unfair employers

•  Employment Claims Tribunals & Tripartite 
 Alliance for Dispute Management to protect
 more workers

•  Tripartite Standards to increase the adoption of
 progressive workplace practices

•  Tripartite Workgroup to look into the well-being
 of freelancers

More Flexibility, More Informed Choices

•  CPF Investment Scheme:

 •  Self-assessment tool for CPF members

 •  Lower cap on sales charges to discourage pro-active selling

 •  Review asset classes that are suitable to grow retirement savings

•  New CPF LIFE escalating plan

•  Retirement planning service for all CPF 
members turning 54 this year

Enhance 
Retirement 
Adequacy

Enhance 
Employment 

Protection 
Framework

Strengthen 
Local-Foreign 
Workforce 
Complementarity

Better 
Careers 
For All 

Helping Our People Adapt & Grow

Match jobseekers to opportunities
•  Career matching services at Career Centres
•  One-stop, non-stop online jobs marketplace
•  Partnerships with employment agencies to place 

unemployed PMETs
•  Career fairs

Salary, training and placement support for 
jobseekers
For mature, long-term unemployed PMETs:
•  Higher salary support, up to $42,000 over 18 months for those 

unemployed and actively looking for jobs ≥ 12 months

For younger, long-term unemployed PMETs: 
•  Salary support, regardless if they were made redundant

For PMETs switching careers: 
•  Higher salary support/allowance on top of training subsidies; 

up to $6,000/month of salary support for mature or long-term 
unemployed PMET

•  Attach-and-Train programme for jobs in growth sectors

For Rank-and-File workers or Persons with Disabilities: 
•  Longer training allowance, with salary support and higher 

retention bonus for those unemployed and actively looking for 
jobs ≥ 12 months

Take On 
New Jobs

Help SMEs go digital and expand overseas through Lean 
Enterprise Development Scheme

Support for cheaper, better and faster adoption of cluster 
solutions

Promote pre-quali�ed solutions that make it simpler for 
SMEs to adopt

Redesign jobs and careers to drive inclusive growth: 

•  in sectors that need more locals; and 

• to bene�t older workers, lower-wage workers and
 back-to-work persons

Protecting Our Workforce In An Inclusive Way

Create 
Quality Jobs 

Working Together, Enhancing Our Human Capital

For more information, visit
mom.gov.sg/cos2017

Key Committee 
of Supply 
(COS) 2017 
Announcements 
Benefiting 
Employers and 
Workers

TADM Launched 
to Assist Workers 
with Employment 
Disputes


